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Animal Machines: The Public Response to 

Intensification in Great Britain, c. 1960-c. 1973 

KAREN SAYER 

Though historians have begun to chart the development of intensive agricul
ture in twentieth-century Great Britain and to seek to understand postwar 
conceptualizations of the rural, they have paid less attention to the question 
of public attitudes to and perceptions of intensification. By focusing on 
the public debate surrounding the publication of Ruth Harrison's Animal 
Machines (1964), this article seeks to better understand the impact of the 
book by exploring the context in which it was published, the extent and 
nature of reporting in connection with it, and its reception. The article draws 
on the specialist and farming press from the period, in parallel to the broad
sheets and parliamentary debate, and uses battery farming as a case study. 
It argues that, though materially significant, the rhetorical opposition 
established in this debate between intensive and traditional systems was 
representative neither of British agricultural production in the 1960s nor of 
the established concerns about "factory farming" already being discussed in 
the countryside at that time. 

Britai n has a long record of concern about animals, going back to 

Richard Martin, MP, who, after a long campaign, initiated the first Bill 

forbidding the ill-treatment of horses and cattle in 1822 .... In 191111912 ... 

the Protection of Animals Act provided a clearly codified list, 
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regulating the ways in which animals should be treated. This adopted a 

"commonsense" approach. It was accepted that everyone knew what pain and 

suffering were, and that animals should be protected from hunger and 

thirst, given shelter, and not exposed to specific ill-treatment. This approach 

might have worked well in traditional systems, but Ruth Harrison, in her 

book Animal Machines in 1964, pointed out that such an approach might 

be inadequate in intensive husbandry systems. 1 

RUTH HARRISON SET OUT CLEARLY THE gap between the public's (or the 

culturally dominant) understanding of what a farm was, and the world 

of: "Rapid turnover, high-density stocking ... mechanization ... low 

labour requirement, and efficient conversion of food into saleable prod

ucts , [that were] the five essentials for a system of animal production to 

be called intensive." Farm "animals," she said, 

are being taken off the fields and the old lichen covered barns are being 

replaced by gawky, industrial type buildings into which the animals are 

put . .. and the sense of unity with his stock which characterises the 

traditional farmer is condemned as being uneconomic and sentimental. 

An evocative piece of writing, which used "gawky" to suggest the gangly, 

teenage newness of what she came to call factory farming, in opposition 

to the idyllic, static agedness of the "lichen covered" farm, her work 

stressed the changes that had taken place to the British landscape as a 

result of the move to intensification . Intensive farming, which came to be 

contrasted as in the epigraph with " traditional systems," had it seems 

hidden the farmed animal from view.2 

Since the 1960s in Great Britain, the public, politicians, and activists

many of them much more hard-hitting than the measured Harrison

have continued to respond to this supposed vanishing act. Later, in the 

United States, James Serpell identified the key distancing devices that 

allowed for easier exploitation and that reconfigured the animal into 

an abstract unit of production, as these increased levels of concealment, 

coupled with a greater detachment of farmers from their stock, in inten

sive systems. Subsequently, critics have promoted the tearing away of 

such concealment (through press and media exposure), and Harrison 's 

work has been seen as seminal. Michael C. Appleby, who has documented 
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Figure 1. Exterior of Battery House for Chickens. 

Messr. Wilkinson, at the ir farm White Posts in Barley, Royston. 
SouRcE: P FS PH1/K3, Museum of English Rura l Li fe , University of Reading, U K. 

the history of the rise of the European Union ban on battery cages and 

different attitudes to animal welfare within the European Union, has 

argued that Harrison 's publication "had a large, international impact. " 

David Fraser, in charting the emergence of the language of welfare 

and of animal welfare science, has referred to Harrison 's book as a 

"bomb [dropped onto] industrialized animal production." However, 

though rural historians have looked at the development of the organic 

movement in 1970s Great Britain and postwar urban attitudes to rural 

society and the banning of cruel sports, they have paid less attention to 

campaigns centered on farm animal welfare, while agricultural histo

rians for their part have focused largely on a linear history of intensi

fication and emergence of industrial agriculture. Historians of science 

have been more interested in the emergence of ethology and the 

specific work and philosophy of ethnologists such as W. H . Thorpe. 
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Abigail Woods has investigated policymakers' responses to farm ani

mal welfare and the competing terms "welfare" and "cruelty" in the 

period after Animal Machines was published. But, few have consid

ered the wider dynamic between the reception of Animal Machines, 
public perceptions of farming, critique from the farming lobby, public 

response, and the emergence of government control. The book was, 

indeed, important. Following its publication, in the newspaper debate 

about the emergence of factory farming, the public examination of 

animal welfare issues superseded concerns among farmers about wider 

structural change. This focus affected the legislative and commercial 

frameworks of agricultural production and policymaking in Great 

Britain in the lead up to joining the European Economic Community 

in 1973? 
At the end of the nineteenth century, a debate had emerged within 

British agriculture that centered on the potential of producing more 

eggs for profit. The poultry business had been in decline from around 

1750 to 1880. Though poultry farming (for both meat and eggs) had 

transitioned to a business during this period on the continent, especially 

in France and Denmark, agriculturalists in Great Britain had not gen

erally seen it as something that farmers could profit from. There were 

exceptions to this at the local level. Brian Short, for instance, has 

outlined the rise and fall of the "cramming" business on the Sussex 

Weald from 1850 to 1950. Michael Turner, John Beckett, and Bethanie 

Afton have demonstrated that, by the 1880s, "more entrepreneurial 

farmers " were prepared to "chang( e] their interests to suit the pre

vailing circumstances." But, for the most part, farmers were skeptical 

about the possible commercial benefits of poultry production because 
of the widespread assumption that it was women who handled poultry 

keeping and that this was only done for pin-money. As Joanna Bourke 

observes, "despite the impassioned debates and controversial decisions 

concerning the poultry industry from the 1890s, one thing was agreed: 

for better or (more commonly) for worse, the poultry industry was 

dominated by women." In addition, as was observed at the time, the 

capital expenditure required could also be considerable. Therefore, 

the perception among farmers in the United Kingdom that poultry, 

more generally, and eggs, specifically, might be profitable only began 

to change at the end of the nineteenth century and even then only 
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under the influe nce of constant pressure fro m officia ls and leading 

agricultural commenta tors.4 

Worried by rising imports of eggs and looking to lead farming out of 

late nineteenth-century depression, the British government and others 

became increasingly concerned to improve domestic poultry production, 

distribution, and marketing by following best practices. H enry R ew, 

for instance, reported on the poultry-rearing and fa ttening industry of 

Sussex in 1895 as part of the R oyal Commission on Agriculture and 

suggested tha t farmers in other counties might learn from the manage

ment and marketing practices of crammers, who specia li zed in fa ttening 

chickens on rich foods such as milk, molasses, and barl ey flour. The Royal 

A gricultural Society of England (RASE ) and others published reports 

of production practices within the empire and overseas, and the Board 

of A griculture publicized British efforts at innovation, such as E dward 

Brown 's work for the National Poultry Organisa tion Society. Indeed , 

Brown, as Brian Holderness has observed , "wrote and preached tire

lessly to the indifferent and sceptical, and expressed a clear conviction 

that the large import bill fo r poultry produce could be significantly 

reduced with the benefit of organization. " His and official efforts con

tinued into the early twentie th century.5 

In 1909 the government established a committee to look at poultry 

breeding and egg marketing in Scotland, which noted that the domestic 

demand for eggs had outstripped supply in the U nited Kingdom since 

the 1870s and that this demand had increased steadily up to 1908. Advo

ca tes published advice books, which sought to disseminate the most 

profitable techniques to small as well as large concerns. Indeed, by 

World War I, the promotion of egg production by the Board of Agricul

ture and Fisheries through broadsheets such as the Times, attracted 

the skeptical attention of the popular press, as can be seen in W. K. 

H aselden 's cartoon for the Daily Mirror. Chickens were predominantly 

treated as comic subj ects when they were not of economic concern. 

D espite this, after the war, they were viewed as a way out of rural 

unemployment and agricultural crisis in G reat Britain . Specialist texts 

told poultry keepers to increase production "from September to January, 

when they [eggs] are scarce." But, it was stressed again and again tha t the 

marketing of eggs was a weak spot. To compete with imports, British 

egg producers of all stripes must work together "collectively," C. A. Flatt 
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exhorted, to "improve our own methods of marketing. The foreigner has 

the advantage of supplying his produce nicely graded and in bulk, owing 

to his better organization. " In 1926 the government published a report 

on egg marketing in E ngland and Wales. Once again both the shortage 
in supply and low standard of egg production and marketing were 

noted, which suggests that despite all previous efforts, no great change 

had yet been effected. The government, therefore, proposed a national 

standard and a system of stamping on a voluntary basis. The British Egg 

Marketing Board (BE MB) inherited the National Mark Scheme when it 

was established in 1957. Clearly, the uptake of commercial poultry pro

duction was slow, but gradually both women and men began to specialize 

in keeping chi ckens fo r profit. During the 1920s and 1930s, as Jane 

Adams has recorded, drawin g on their existing experience with poul

try, American fa rm women increased the ir "flocks into almost entirely 

market-oriented enterprises" and as Joa n Thirsk suggests, once the 

industry began to take off in the U nited Kingdom, it similarly "gave 

scope to some no tably successful women," in all aspects of the indus

try and its ancill ary trades.6 

This was an international industry, and the First World 's Poultry 

Congress was held at the Hague in Holl and in 1921. Meetings like this, 

alongside speci alist publica tions, allowed fo r debate and discussion of 

new technologies, such as development and use of lighting regimes. 

However, there were still local differences. At this stage, for example, 

the British model was less integrated-a fea ture that continued at least 
in terms of vertical integration until the postwar period- than that in 

the United States, and "immense capital" outlay was not, as Michael 

Winstanley has shown, requisite fo r British egg producers who sought 

to put their poultry production onto a business foo ting. In cases of small

scale, regional specializa tion-such as eggs, milk, and vegetables sold 
out of farm carts in neighbori ng seaside towns and industrial centers

the smaller enterprises adapted many of the new methods associated 

with large-scale poultry fa rming. In this way, small farms continued to 

be economically significant within the British poultry industry at least 

until World War II. H ence, Winstanley observes, by the 1930s, "14 per 

cent of all hens in E ngland on holdings of one acre or more were to be 

found in Lancashire ." By 1937 "500,000 persons" were involved in poul

try production in some form or other in the U nited Kingdom, with 
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poultry and eggs in 1936 (despite imports) produci ng £3,085,405 more 
for Britain than cereals.7 

Throughout the period, however, there was a widespread and per
sistent assumption among British agriculturalists that what was usually 
called "nature" was peculiarly unbending in the case of poultry. British 
author William Bernard Tegetmeier, whose influence within the nascent 
poultry industry extended to the U nited States and who continued to 
be cited into the 1930s, believed that the birds needed to be fa rmed 

extensively-he suggested they needed at least an acre per hundred 
fowls-while winter confinement resulted in "the want of fresh air, natu

ral green and insect food, [which produces] unfortunate results." Rather, 
Tegetmeier believed, the birds should be "allowed a free ra nge" because: 

Chickens that are reared in the neighbourhood of trees and coppices very 

often take to roosting in the branches during the mild wea ther of summer 

and early autumn, and are always fou nd to be in much hardi er plumage 

and better condition than those that roos t in houses.8 

Tegetmeier sought to improve the management and breeding of poul
try, and, in his view, the birds' responses t o close confinement were so 
unfavorable as to make either specialization or intensification imprac

tica l. Improvers were well aware of the effects of disease caused by 
overstocking, poor management, foul accommodation, and "stale" land. 
H ence, Walter Gilbey argued that, "if fowls are kept in large numbers 
on the same ground, and fed continually on the same place, ... or 
if they are crowded in ill-ventilated houses in which dung is allowed 
to accumulate, they necessarily become diseased. " Following many fail

ures in the interwar period (when the losses were high due to the rapid 
spread of disease), British experts continued to question the practicality 
of in tensification and to use the language of "nature" to do so. In 1929 
even Brown. observed of what he called "Special Egg Farms": "On these 
there is usually a greater or lesser amount of intensification, in many 
instances much more than is justified. There is abundant experience that 
many failures have arisen from disregard of natural factors."9 

As William Boyd and Michael Watts have argued, what allowed both 
specia li za tion and intensifica tion to take place initially were new devel
opments, internationally, in disease control and nutri tion. For instance, 
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when hens were kept inside windowless buildings for too long, they 

suffered from " leg weakness." In the 1920s researchers discovered that 

adding vitamin D via cod liver oil to their diet corrected for their lack of 

exposure to ultraviolet light, and, thus, a llowed year-round confinement. 

Walter Brett explained the problem to poultry keepers in Poultry Keep
ing Today, "Lack of direct sunlight is the most common cause [of leg

weakness). Chicks which are exposed freely to direct sunlight, either 

because the windows of their shed are of wire netting or the special ray

passing glass, .. . or because they live in the open air will seldom suffe r 

from the trouble. The addition of 2 per cent. of cod liver oil to the mash is 

beneficial in actual cases of leg-weakness." This was crucial in the devel

opment of the environmentally controlled management systems that 

adjusted the laying season through step lighting patterns, and, therefore, 

according to Robert Coles a first step toward " the almost standard house 

design with its completely intensive building . .. [associated) with the 

term 'egg factory."'10 

The chicken had become a mature subj ect of animal science by the 

1930s. It was studied by agriculturalists and also used as a general lab 

animal by researche rs in genetics, nutrition, and virology. In Willi am 

Boyd 's view, this was vital in placing "poultry in the vanguard of anim al 

improvement e fforts," and , therefore, it can be seen in the "vanguard" 

of intensification. Genetic knowledge, in particular, led to new breeds 

being developed via hybridization to meet the needs of the specialist 

and the intensive farmer. Birds in close confinement were particul arly 

vulnerable to disease because of their proximity to one another and 

because of shared food and water suppli es. This continued to be the 

case until systematic recordkeeping by breeders and industry-wide 

standards in management and handling were introduced alongside 

vaccination to prevent diseased birds being passed up the line. In the 

end, one solution was confinement in sealed buildings that allowed 

controlled ventil ation, steriliza tion of all equipment, and thorough 

cleaning of all personnel and also prevented access by disease-carrying 

wild birds or other species. Such confinement also permitted careful 

lighting of the birds so as to stimulate year-round egg producti on and 

limit aggression and what the trade called "flightiness," meaning the 

symptoms of stress and anxiety brought on by increased egg production 

and close confinement. 11 
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Because of these developments , the accounts of this period are pre

dominantly progressive and focus on the rapidity and extent of the adop

tion of commercial production and intensive methods after the 1930s. 

S. H. Gordon and D . R. Charles refer to the period from World War I to 

1953-1954 as the "Traditional" period, to capture a sense of the innova

tion and variety of methods then in use, followed by the "Conventional" 

period-a time of intensification, increasing flock sizes, and rapidly 

rising yields among housed stock. The post-1953 period has been charac

terized as a "modern revolution in agriculture," during which British 

farming fully embraced science and technology, weakening nature's 

hold. Farming sought to find an " integrated industrial solution to agri

cultural production." This narrative of dramatic change offers a distinct 

break between labor-intensive general farming and modern, large-scale, 

intensive livestock production. However, it is crucial to avoid too sim

plistic or teleological a narrative when it comes to the history of British 

agriculture from 1910 to 1965. There was no sharp divide. For example, 

improvers in Great Britain between World War I and World War II still 

debated the best methods to apply when seeking to profit from poultry. 

Consequently, the "modern" methods used by commercial producers 

were as likely to be extensive as intensive. Gordon and Charles observed 

that producers frequently put birds on pasture, for instance, while as they 

note, "the authoritative technical writers of the period recommended 

that well managed good quality pasture could contribute to the nutrition 

of the birds." At the same time, "the ... traditional period ... had very 

high tech aspirations." Production techniques described in standard texts 

of the period have since proved a valuable resource for those seeking 
productive and profitable methods of management in order to answer, 

latterly, consumer demand for eggs produced in non-battery systems. 

Updated methods of outdoor rearing were taken seriously enough for 
equipment manufacturers to sell rearing units designed to work within 

the new system. Outdoor systems were still a viable, commercial option 

within the wider poultry industry at the time that Harrison was writing. 

This complexity is particularly significant in understanding the context 

within which Harrison's book was researched, published, and received. 12 

A good example is Harrison's chapter looking at layers, which is 

called "battery birds. " Challenges to commercial poultry production 

have remade the layers into vulnerable victims of intensification within 
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the discourse of welfare and have led to public outcry, so that the battery 

hen itself has become a key signifier in animal rights literature. "Chickens, 

like other an imals," Harrison suggested "are fast disappearing from the 

farm scenery." And to an extent she was right: only about 20 percent 

of birds were free range by the time that she was writing. However, by 

1964 battery systems had only been taken up by about a quarter of all 

producers. Most of the remaining birds were raised in other intensive 

systems. In 1963 only 27 percent of eggs were produced from hens 

housed in cage systems (by 1966 this was 67 percent). The history of egg 

production in the postwar period is therefore more complex than it 

would appear from the chapter title. Following the Agriculture Act of 
1947, and supported by the BEMB from 1957, British farmers sought to 

increase egg production , and Great Britain became an exporter for the 

first time in 1965. But, though the push was for reduced labor costs, 

greater quality control , and higher profit, the use of battery cages within 

controlled indoor environments was far from being a foregone conclu

sion; many business-led farmers even in the postwar period still pre

ferred extensive and other outdoor-rearing methods in which the birds 

were apparently less prone to disease and "troublesome . .. vices," such 

as "cannibalism and feather-pecking." And, according to an earlier 

Poultry International article, "the controlled environment trend in Great 

Britain is ending its run of popularity . .. [because] 'even some of the 
system 's loudest advocates have come to believe that when you improve 

environmental conditions for poultry, you do the same for their disease 
organisms."' Moreover, large commercial producers who used cage sys

tems sti ll did not necessarily opt for fully mechanized units , possibly 

because of the tight financial margins involved. Finally, as Harrison 

notes at the beginning of her chapter, most hens in Great Britain were 

still kept in relatively small flocks "consisting of five hundred birds or 

less." In the 1960s the BEMB sold roughly 60 percent of all eggs produced 

in the United Kingdom; the rest were sold directly to the consumer by the 

producer. The BEMB's statistics division carried out a producer survey 

for the first time in 1961. At that point the average flock size was two 

hundred birds, although 10 percent of the eggs that went through their 

packing stations were supplied by producers with laying flocks of at least 

two thousand birds. Subsequently, the BEMB data published in 1968 
revealed that roughly "between them ... small holders own an estimated 
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ll lh million layers (contrasted with 44.3 million others which are recorded 

in the June census) .. .. Two-thirds of all producers have flocks of less than 

200 birds .. . [and] produce 9 per cent of all eggs." This issue of flock sizes, 

or rather the meaning attached to the size of flocks , becomes important 

when considering Harrison and the reception of her work. 13 

Though not connected with farming, Harrison carried out her 

research carefully. The book was, as Woods has said, " thoroughly 

researched, closely argued and dispassionate in tone. " It is worth noting 

in assessing the significance and subsequent reception of her work that 

it was based on farm visits, information sought from " the Ministry of 

Agriculture ... Soil Association, Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, 

the Farmer and Stockbreeder, and the Farmer's Weekly, " extensive use of 

"Agriculture, Poultry World, and other agricultural journals," and work 

with "agricultural advisors." She was quite correct in stating that average 

flock sizes were increasing. The period in question was certainly one of 

dramatic structura l change for British agriculture as a whole, one in 

which both the ownership of land and leadership in agriculture shifted 

entirely from landlords to farmers. And, the British branch of the egg 

industry changed post war, with falling numbers of egg producers and 

increasing numbers of layers from 1957. However, even in 1967, Poultry 

international reported that the "average egg producer in Great Britain 

still has no more than 250 birds. " This was considered remarkable, and 

the journal noted that though their share of the egg market had fallen 
from "just over 40% in 1957 to 15%," those with fewer than two hundred 

birds "actually represent a larger percentage of all flocks than they did a 

year ago. " What Harrison was therefore writing about was not the posi

tion of the majority of producers, or the majority of flocks , but rather 

(along with the proponents of intensification) the minority of producers: 

the "egg tycoons" who produced at that point "a sixth" of the eggs from 

"very large flocks indeed."14 

Concern about an imal welfare within battery systems predated the 

publication of Animal Machines. In 1951 W. P. Blount felt the need to 

include a chapter entitled "Hen Batteries: Are They Cruel?" in his 

summary of battery systems for the industry. Blount dismissed such 

concerns as being characteristic of the " townsman, who is not familiar 

with either hens or batteries" and argued that " the chance of cruelty was 

diminished in the well-managed hen battery where every bird received 
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adequate food , water, and attention; was free from bullying and major 

infestations by parasites and attacks by predatory animals. " Blount went 

on, " that during the cold, wet, snowy winters, there is little pleasure in 

hens scratching Mother Earth trying to find an elusive worm." Under the 

battery system, he believed, there was reduced mortality, the birds 

gained weight, and laid more eggs. This argument became characteristic 

of support for the battery system, grounded in the idea of welfare 

secured by progress and evidenced by the physiological response of the 

birds. From the outset of the debate, many farmers and veterinarians laid 

claim to a genuine interest in the wellbeing of stock, arguing that animals 

in industrialized modern agricultural systems were protected from the 

vagaries of nature. Their claims were embedded in the shifting meanings 
of "welfare," which may be interpreted, as David Fraser has outlined 

as "affective states" (i.e., an animal 's feelings/emotions, including pain , 

pleasure, etc.); the degree of "naturalness" in an animal's life (i.e. , its 

ability to exhibit natural behaviors and to access natural resources 
such as fresh air); or freedom from predation , disease, exposure to the 

elements, injury, etc. , measureable through the animal 's growth and 

physical condition. Sometimes these definitions overlap, but they are 

different enough to mean that pursuit of one alone may not improve the 

welfare of animals as judged by the other two. Blount additionally 

argued that the battery system allowed the farmer to inspect each indi

vidual bird daily, a system that he contrasted with any "which allows him 

only to view them en masse-i.e. , as a flock , comprising perhaps several 

hundred birds. " No one can see the world from the hen 's point of view, 

he argued, but the experienced farmer could recognize the sounds that 

the hens make to express "contentment or dissatisfaction"; the calls that 

he has heard, Blount testified, were all representative of "cheerful and 

inquisitive" birds. This drew on the established understanding of nature 

seen in Tegetmeier, Gilbey, and Brown. In other words, the concern that 

animals could not be pushed too hard, just as with intensive methods 

themselves, pre-existed Animal Machines. 15 

The "townsman 's" concerns about animal welfare that Blount tried 

to dismiss built through the 1950s and were already a cause of concern 

in government by the 1960s. They also fed into a leaflet that Harrison 

read-"Crusade Against All Cruelty to Animals"-which Heleen Van 

de Weerd has argued led to Harrison's investigation of factory farming. 
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The leaflet itself cited many contemporary newspaper reports on factory 

farming. In this respect, as well as being positioned within wider con

cerns about the impact of modern agricultural practice on the environ

ment, Harrison 's publication was timely. It was also extremely well 

publicized. Two extracts from the book appeared in the Observer before 

publication, with editorial comment, and its serialization was advertised 

widely, with a line drawing of a chicken framed by cogs and wheels (see 

Figure 2). The book was advertised in the Observer and reviewed in 

the Times. Letters responding to it were printed in the Guardian, the 

Observer, and the Times . Following publication, factory farming was 

Figure 2. Advertisement for Two-Part Serialization of Extracts 
from Animal Machines. 

A disturbing survey 

SouRcE: Guardian, Feb. 28, 1964, 11. 
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discussed on TV and radio, with a half-hour program on the subject of 

"Farming: Animal Machines" broadcast on BBC1, the BBC's flagship 

television channe1.16 

The book also led to the establishment of organizations to protest 

factory farming, and the Times reported on a petition of 250,000 signa

tures asking for the "end of factory farms, " delivered to the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) by two hundred people who 

marched from Trafalgar Square. A "four-hour mass rally in Trafalgar 

Square," at which Harrison spoke, was organized by "the Animal 

Machines Action Group. " There was debate about the building of new 

"factory farms," and East Suffolk County Council's planning committee 

refused permission for the British Beef Company to build "16 covered 

cattle yards for beef on a £750,000 'factory farm"' at old Newton Suffolk. 

Peter Terson wrote a play, The Ballad of the Artificial Mash, staged at the 

Victoria Theatre, Stoke-on-Trent, which was described in its Guardian 

listing as "a jolly knock at the factory farms which are pouring so many 

chemicals down our throats. " Finally, it entered the fashion pages as a 

macabre cause celebre. "I am aware," Mary Holland quipped, 

that it is probably sacrilege to wear vivid colors if you are going to follow 
any blood sport, but after reading the recent extracts from Harrison 's 
book it is to be hoped you will not anyway. It is bad enough having to eat 
broiler chickens in town. At least getting away from it all to the country 
should mean that no reader plans to go round killing anything over the 
Easter weekend. 

There was clearly a relationship between the uneasy perception of the 

countryside as a contested space of leisure when it came to the pursuit 

of traditional country sports, and, thanks to the stir caused by Animal 
Machines, the perception that it was also a site of production. Before the 

book, agriculture had typically been represented to the non-farming 

public through innovative farming technology, warmhearted documen

tary films such as Farmer Moving South (1952) , and the occasional piece 

of political news on pricing. The extent and nature of the public response 

to Animal Machines, therefore, marks a turning point in public per

ceptions of postwar British farming, which had until this point been 

predominantly favorable. As Alun Hawkins and Linda Merricks have 
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stated, at the end of World War II, "British agriculture stood on a 
pinnacle of public esteem." England's "green and pleasant land" had 
survived, and this "happy state of affairs seems to have persisted, despite 
occasional complaints about 'featherbedded farmers ,' until the 1960s." 
In this context Harrison's publication was decisive.17 

When questions were asked in Parliament, the debate focused on 
the term "factory farm." Jon Rankin (Glasgow, Govan , Lab.) asked the 
initial question, fo llowed by Fenner Brockway (Eton & Slough, Lab.); 

the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food Christopher Soames 
(Bedford, C.) replied. The debate ranged across the nutritional value of 

food produced under intensive conditions, the extent of consumer knowl
edge, the impact of the "drugs" fed to the animals on human health , and 
issues of cruelty and cited Harrison 's book. Denys Bullard (King's Lynn, 

C.) asked for constraint in the use of the term "factory farm," as an 
animal housed "in small, warm, well-bedded quarters can be more healthy 
and health-giving than one kept out on open moor. " This gave Soames 
the opportunity to reply that the animals were not suffering, as demon
strated by the fact that they " thrive," but that a committee would be 
established to investigate, whether, given " the growth ... of intensive 
livestock production," standards should be established. The phrase "fac
tory farm" was queried by government officials, but they quickly accepted 

that further investigation ought to take place. As Woods has argued, 
"MAFF officials quickly realized the severity of Harrison's challenge 
to the status quo," but they "disregarded the moral questions posed by 
Harrison, to focus on the technical details of how animals were kept." The 
broadsheets, both left-leaning (Guardian and Observer) and right-leanjng 

(Times), therefore, disseminated the debate taking place in Parliament in 
response to Harrison's book relatively accurately. But, the way in which 
they did so shaped public perceptions of the terms of that debate beyond 
the pragmatic approach taken by the MAFF.18 

Finally, at the end of the year, the Times's agricultura l correspondent set 
out the heart of the debate that was about to emerge between agricultural

ists and campaigners. The term "factory farming," the correspondent said: 

has come to have two quite different connotations accord ing to the circles 

in which it is used. Among small livestock producers it carries their 

apprehension about the effects of vertical integration and the competition 
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they face from very large-scale enterprises, such as those which dominate 

poultry and egg production. To a fair section of the non-farming public 

it conjures up the horrors so graphicall y described in Mrs .. Harri~on 's 

Animal Machines. 
For all its exaggeration and misread ing of evidence, this book, like 

Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, started fresh thinking among those who 

had been inclined to take new techniques for granted . June saw the setting 

up of a committee to consider what changes might be necessary in the law 

governing the. welfare of farm livestock in the light of the new farming. 19 

Given these connotations for the " non-farming public," the term "fac

tory farm" quickly became absorbed into much wider critiques of the condi

tion of the countryside as a whole and operated as an inherently un-British 

rhetorical device that conjured up an almost dystopian vision of its future. 

Earlier that year, focusing on the animals, but drawing implicitly on 

established images of the rural for rhetorical impact, one correspondent 

to the Times had written: "a TV commentator suggested the other night, 

that, if the present trend continues, there will no longer be sheep on the 

Downs, and that all the lambs, among other creatures, will be in prison." 

Following Harrison 's lead, a book published a year later (playing on its 

author's name: Huxley) was entitled Brave New Victuals: An Enquiry into 

Modern Food Production. Meanwhile, the Duke of E dinburgh gave a 

speech in support of the work of the National Trust at Mansion House, in 

which he argued that, "without some remnants of the countryside which 

had inspired and warmed the hearts of genera tions of British people, life in 

these islands was going to be reduced to the level of animals on a factory 

farm." The duke invited the gathering to imagine what things were going 

to be like at the end of the century, with the increase in population, the 

shorter working week, and the pressure on land for housing and some

where to work. "Agriculture will inevitably be more industrialized and less 

of a compromise with nature," he said. "New roads must also be squeezed 

in somehow. Into this pattern we must attempt to fit the facilities fo r 

recreation which a greater proportion of a great total population will 

expect. In fact , everything is growing and expanding except, most unfortu

nately, the physical dimensions of the British Isles."20 

Following the publica tion of Harrison's book, the government 

established "A Technical Committee to Enquire into the Welfare of 
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Animals Kept Under Intensive Livestock Husbandry Systems," chaired 

by F . W. Rogers Brambell (the Brambell Committee). It reported in 

1965 having visited sixty-three farms and gathering evidence from twenty 

organizations. Its findings led to the Agricultural Miscellaneous Provi

sions Act of 1968, the establishment of the Farm Animal Welfare Stand

ing Advisory Committee, and the creation of the Society for Veterinary 

Ethology (1966). It also set out a number of recommendations that 

highlighted the significance of animal behavior in assessing issues of 

cruelty. The Brambell Committee's work was followed closely in the 

press. The letters pages carried a regular stream of statements and ques

tions from readers, and Harrison contributed an open letter to the Times 

on the slow progress made after the committee's report? ' 

The Times correspondent's summation was typical of the more con

sidered agricultural response to Harrison 's work, but the response in 

the farming press was often, unsurprisingly, extremely hostile and 

highly gendered. Those who believed in intensification responded 

angrily, characterizing her work as emotionally charged and likely to 

lead to world shortages of food. A review by Francis E. Bryan, for 

instance, argued that her book was likely to "undermine all efforts to 

solve the nutritional problems of the underdeveloped world." And he 

stated that the "situation [needed to be] looked at with an objective 

rather than an emotional eye."22 

Agriculture, the journal of the MAFF, was much more measured and 

welcoming in its reception of the book, agreeing with Harrison "that in 

husbandry there is an obligation not to add to pain, nor to occasion any 

considerable discomfort. " In fact, a Gallup Poll undertaken just after the 

publication of the Brambell Committee 's report demonstrated that 

almost 80 percent of farmers polled (and 90 percent of the general 

public) agreed with that report's principles. The key disagreement was, 

as with Blount, on the meaning of the word "welfare." "Mrs. Harrison," 

the reviewer in Agriculture went on, "argues that an animal has a right 

to fresh air and sunshine, but she ignores the penalties which accompany 

these in the wild state, or even in extensive farming; varying degrees of 

hunger, frequent fear , anguish from predators and parasites, and suffer

ing from severe weather. " Yet, even in this more shrewd review the tenor 

of Harrison 's book was said to be "emotional" and likely to "cause 

distress to many well-meaning persons" unfamiliar with farming.23 
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These views were constant among those who had a stake in agricul

ture, be they representatives of organizations or farmers/farmers' rela

tives. Again, Harrison was normally referred to as "Mrs. Harrison" and 

her work additionally feminized through statements about its "emotive" 

language and supposed inaccuracies. The proof that intensive systems 

were benign often rested on statements about the animals' contentment 

and also on the necessity for the animals to be happy in order for them 

to be productive. Some of the letters from farmers and farmers' wives 

argued that if the birds were not happy, then they would not be of use. 

" If stock are not content they do not thrive and the owner of unthrifty 
animals will very soon have a very unhappy bank manager and will not 

long remain a farmer," a farmer 's wife posited in a le tter to the Times. In 

other words, it made business sense for animals to be well treated, and 

the farmer , of necessi ty, had to be responsive to the birds' needs. Often 

such statements rested on the assumption that the farmer knew their 

stock well and continued to use established farming techniques alongside 

the new methods. This was a rhetoric that-sometimes politely, some

times rudely-pitted the farmer and stockman 's expertise against the 

wider public's supposedly innocent concern or naivety and begged the 

question raised by Fraser: where do you locate compassion/ethics, in 

protection from disease, bad weather, predation or in freedom to express 

"natural" behaviors?24 

At each point there was debate about what exactly "factory farming" 

meant and who had the right to define it, and the Brambell Committee 

itself struggled to define "intensive livestock production. " Earlier uses of 
"factory farming" in particular are rare , but in late 1920s to the 1930s

when the term had last been current-it referred simply to larger units 

of production, with an eye to improved economies of scale. The term 

then seems to have vanished in the United Kingdom and only 

reappeared early in 1964 matching the usage described by the Times' s 

agricultural correspondent in a report on a National Farmers' U nion 

meeting. This usage, which focused on the consequences of vertical inte

gration, continued among farmers. However, despite initial protest from 

agriculturalists, Harrison 's work effectively secured the public meaning 

"factory farm " to refer to intensive production in agriculture. In Blount's 

Intensive Livestock Farming, a book that was published as an industry 

response to Harrison, Robert Coles argued that the word "factory" 
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first emerged out of the use of "egg factory" to describe the standard 

windowless units increasingly used to house hens in the 1950s. "Factory" 

was associated with environmentally controlled houses in laying hen 

and broiler production, which both needed to be able to control light

ing patterns. W. P. R oberts, in the same volume, was more critical 

and placed the phrase "factory fa rming" at the door of those who had 

"bitterly attacked" intensive methods. By 1974 the Journal of the 

Royal Agricultural Society of England stated in deliberate terms that, 

"Mrs. Harrison ... defined factory farming as indoor farming, but 

exempted the systems which are clean, bright, well bedded and allowing 
a large measure of freedom. "25 

The debate about definitions particularly impacted consumer aware

ness of what they were buying, and a number of letters to the press either 

exhorted "the housewife" to buy, or demonstrate a desire to purchase, 

agricultural products, especially eggs, that came from non-intensive 

systems. Among some of these appeals, "the housewife," was predomi

nantly characterized as a "si lly creature. " In one letter, the correspon
dent suggested that: 

The reall y interesting aspect of Ruth Harrison 's book . .. is its revelation , 

or rather its confirmation, of the incompetency and laziness of the average 

housewife when it comes to the purchase of food-stuffs of any kind . .. . These 

same silly creatures who devote half their lives to fiddling and fussing with 

clothing fashions ... do not know the difference between a forequarter 

and a hindquarter. .. . "Three pounds of peas, please," not "Three pounds 

of Onward peas .... " any kind will do, and any kind of egg, and any kind 

of chicken .Z6 

Here the housewife rather than the farmer took the blame for intensi

fication by buying cheaply without due attention, despite the fact that the 

BEMB, who administered the government's contract scheme, fa iled to 

distinguish between eggs produced via battery and other intensive sys

tems (the majority) and those produced under extensive systems. From 

the time it was established in 1957 until its demise in 1971, the BEMB 

sought to ensure that British eggs were, above all else, fresh and clean 

and conformed to standard grades. This oversight of standardized mar

keting quality remained its principle focus; it was not concerned with 
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labeling eggs by production system. From the outset, it also operated 

as a trading as well as a marketing board and "adopted the policy of 

large-scale sales promotion campaigns in an attempt to persuade the 

housewife to buy more eggs." To ensure that demand matched supply, 

the BEMB focused on a standardized housewife/consumer who cooked 

(many of its advertisements provided recipes and showed a woman's 

hands breaking eggs) , cleaned, looked after her husband (she was 

exhorted to "Take two eggs-and give him a proper meal ," by adding 

them to his sandwich bag), tried to keep slim (a number explained how 

eggs could help the "slimmer," while showing pictures of trim women), 

and cared for her child (children of various ages were fed boiled eggs, 

pregnant women were told to eat eggs, and mothers of babies told to 
mix raw eggs into baby's bottle) .Z7 

· 

A 1962 BEMB campaign published in British women's magazines 

included flattering images that apparently recognized the effort of 

their work ("but did you have an egg for breakfast this morning?"), 

while in the national papers, a community of consumers was 

represented through the "Get Cracking Campaign," which illustrated 

a number of people on the street passing by a BEMB poster that 

detailed how each person would buy and use their eggs that day. In 

this instance the housewife, rather than being a "silly creature," was 

represented as a kind of professional placed in public space (out 

shopping) . She stopped and watched the crowd to which she normally 

belonged and reflected on her role. Here, the wife and mother sur

veyed her world. The BEMB poster implicated her in an active pro

cess of analysis by giving her the information to decode people she 
saw and determining what each would do with their eggs. Though her 

power was limited, it was an image that treated the housewife as an 

agent, one who actively sought to nurture her family. As Douglas 

Sackman has put it, "advertisers have shown us ... how to use their 

products in ways that will fulfill expectations for a wholesome and 

happy hom e life. "28 

Strikingly, how.ever, the BEMB itself never seems to have responded 

to critiques of the consumer or the producer. Indeed, during 1964, while 

Bryan was arguing that the "first and foremost duty of every agricultural 

worker, researcher, or scientist would appear to be to provide new and 

efficient methods of production and cheap, but wholesome food for the 
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world 's underfed ... people" the BEMB were flagging problems of 
widespread overproduction. Harrison herself noted that "the industry's 
more hopeful protagonists would have us believe that these methods 
might go some way towards the solution of the food problems in under
developed countries. [But the] World Poultry Congress of 1962 recog
nized the economically unsound conception of any long-term disposal 
of surpluses of poultry and eggs" by simply sending surpluses to "the 
East," and she "hoped that care will be taken to avoid [the] wasteful 
methods we have in the West." This point was reiterated by a farmer 

speaking at a conference organized by the Ruth Harrison Advisory 
Group in October 1966. These concerns, in turn, spilled out to cam
paigns directed against specific businesses, such J. B. Eastwood Limited, 
and against the building of battery farms (later due to their environ
mental impact, as well as issues of cruelty and, more recently, public 

health fears , e.g. , bird flu). 29 

Within these campaigns the question of when a farm is not a farm was 
raised. "Where does one draw the line," one correspondent to the 
Guardian asked in 1964, "between the traditional farmer and his con
frontation with the elements and these new industrialized farmers who 
create their own hazards (and our consumer hazards) by treating their 
stock as belt-conveyor units? " Many of the largest farmers , such as John 
Eastwood, about whom this correspondent was writing, were looking to 
establish integrated concerns mirroring the vertical integration that had 
already taken place in the United States. British farmers expressed 
grave concerns about overproduction being stimulated by state subsidy 
(there were specific fears that J. B. Eastwood Limited, which sought to 
establish a two-million-bird egg-laying unit in Lincolnshire, would put 
fifty thousand farmers-a seventh of all producers-out of business). 

As it turned out, planning permission was refused, but Eastwood none
theless supplied almost 10 percent of the market nationally from the 
1960s until the business was sold to Imperial Tobacco in 1978 for forty 
million pounds. In .this sense, the two definitions of "factory farm " 
described by the Times's agricultural correspondent coincided. More

over, within the official processes of inquiry, bodies such as the Farm 
Animal Welfare Standing Advisory Committee (later the Farm Animal 
Welfare Council) included industry representation not just ethnologists 
like Thorpe and critics such as Harrison. In this way, the industry 
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became an active participant in the formation of the voluntary and then 

legislative controls that would limit it. Thus, networks of power linked 

change on the farm to integrated agribusiness, legislation, consumer 

choice, and resistance. This has often been articulated, as Watts has 

observed, as intensive versus tradi tional agriculture, and this opposition 

can certainly be seen in the public response to the emergence of intensive 

agriculture. H owever, Lewis Holloway argues, it is not possible " to 

simply contrast the 'domination' of animals in industrial farming with a 

'freedom' granted by other modes of farming .. . . Instead, particular 

fa rming systems produce varying and related effects of freedom and 

domination according to their use of particular technologies, spatialities, 

knowledges, and so on. " The behaviors and experiences of chickens will 

vary depending on whether they are reared for intensive egg production 

and live in cages, are kept in a niche system-which may use the same 

breed and is still geared for year-long production-or kept casually by a 

hobby fa rmer. Holloway, therefore suggests, with reference to cows, 

that there is a historical dime nsion to the subj ective experience of farm 

animals, which includes their presence in law and their welfare judged 

by their behavior.30 

The contrast between "traditional " and " intensive" systems can look 

like simple nostalgia. Even now, apologists will frequently characterize 

any form of criticism of intensifica tion as a misplaced attempt to step 

back in time, and they certainly represented Harrison 's work in this way 

at the time that it was published. But, traditional agriculture versus 

intensive agriculture is much better understood as a historical artifact: a 

product of the political dialogue that, framed by the broadsheet press, 

emerged at the national level of public interest (particularly given official 

uptake via government inquiry and subsequent legislative intervention) , 

between British producers and consumers a t a specific point in time. 

That is, in the mid-twentieth century's broadsheet press, the attempt by 

British campaigners to make contemporary (mass-) production methods 

explicit and visible, especially to a non-farming readership , was made 

through the very effective rhetorical opposition of the conceptualization 

of animal-used-as-machine within modern , fas t-paced intensive systems 

versus the perception of farming as slow-paced, humane, and (despite its 

artifice) inherently natural. If the rhetoric is nostalgic, it is, therefore , 

best understood as that form of nostalgia that uses the past to criticize 
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and to bring about change in the present. Roger Sales broke this kind 

of nostalgia for the rural down into what he called the "five 'R 's: refuge, 

refl ection, rescue, requiem and reconstruction." Through these, he 

argued, E nglish rural virtues are selected and retrieved for the present. 

This form of nostalgia has a political, social, and economic impact.3 1 

There were two established images of the farm in twentieth-century 

Great Britai n, which were used by both critics and supporters of in tensi

fica tion, derived from the conceptualization of agriculture as conceived 

at a specific point in time. On the one hand, there was what Harrison 

came to call the "factory fa rm" and on the other, the image of the ra ther 

more static " lichen covered" farm. In origin, the two images had a 

longstanding and well -documented relationship. The "lichen covered 

barn" belongs to the decay of the eighteenth-century picturesque, a 

landscape that Ann Bermingham has described as largely abandoned . 

In the 1980s R aymond Williams described a constant, or formula of 

regret at work in the fo rmation of a very E nglish rural idyll. There had 

been, he believed, an unvarying sorrow at the loss of a "golden age," a 

cultural "escalator" that might be fo llowed back in time. Such ideas, 
"express ... human interests and purposes fo r which there is no other 

immediately ava ilable vocabulary." Such unwavering grief, in Williams 's 

view, was not so much a matter of "historical error," as of "historical 

perspective. " Thus, to a degree, H arrison was writing about the British 

landscape in the 1960s within a much longer tradition of cultural and 

aesthetic responses to the effects of agricultural change. The decay of 

the " lichen covered barn " referenced the picturesque tradi tion, the 

fa ilure of agriculture in the U nited Kingdom in the face of worldwide 

competition in the late nineteenth century, and the fa ilure of " tradi

tional" humane agriculture to hold its own aga inst intensifica tion.32 

The story of change told with refe rence to postwar British agriculture 

has largely been progressive. In these linear narratives the "lichen cov

ered" fa rm is associated with old-fashioned and bygone labor-intensive, 

mixed fa rming, with a "rural, land-based organisa tion of agricultural 

production." Strikingly, the same story was told by H arrison, but with a 

diffe rent interpretation. The difference is that H arrison retold the story 

of progress from the point of view of essential regret for what had appar

ently been lost: a humane concern fo r the animals' welfare. In other 

words, the choice to oppose the image of the new "gawky industri al type 
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buildings into which the animals are put" with that of the "old lichen 
covered barns" was a rhetorical deployment of supposed age-old "rural 
virtues" to gain the political ground that was required to criticize the 
agricultural present, as shaped by marketing boards, commercial inter
ests, farmers' cooperatives, supermarkets, and policymakers. This is part 
of the contested nature of the space-or rather, the "spaces": multiple 
and contingent-of the British countryside. The political ground was 
won, the meaning of "factory farm" determined by Harrison rather than 
farmers. In the process, the structural changes that small and general 
farmers were concerned about in Great Britain largely took place with 
the public eye, framed in 1964 by the broadsheets, focused on the farmed 
animal, in consequence of which the structural changes affecting rural 
society-laborers, stockmen, and farmers-were missed. Industrial agri

culture has had a wide-ranging impact. It has shaped the landscape 
(dilapidated farmhouses and barns) , dramatically reduced the range of 
foods grown, and reduced the "chickens and hogs" access to the outside 
world, but it is easy to miss the influence of industrial agriculture "upon 
the lives of those living in rural places. "33 

Following Harrison 's description of the industrialized treatment of 
animals , the profitability of niche/non-intensive methods of production 

increased steadily in the United Kingdom. This created new opportu
nities and led some producers to adapt their production methods to 
meet emerging welfare standards in advance of legislative change 
based on consumer demand. While some consumers are motivated by 
price, many have been prepared to pay the premium placed on organic 
and niche products. Thus, as observed in an Agricultural Research 
Council paper in 1981 , in "working on welfare .. . we are responding 
to a public demand." By 2008 the free range and organic end of the 
sector accounted for over 30 percent of eggs put through British pack
ing stations- that is, 35 percent of eggs sold in the retail sector. The 
fact that consumers buy eggs produced under these systems even 
though they cost more has been interpreted by the Department for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) as being indicative 
of the value that British consumers place on animal welfare . This is 
difficult to assess without further qualitative study, but economic geogra

phers have observed that the demand for "natural and locally embedded 
foods ... everything from the small-scale niche production of farmhouse 
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cheese to the large-scale production of free-range eggs" has increased in 

the United Kingdom as consumers have sought to purchase the products 

of what they perceive to be traditional, "authentic" farming methods. 

However, with eggs, as social geographer Peter Atkins has argued with 

reference to milk, what is perceptually a "natural" commodity is a con

struct shaped by "scientific, technological, commercial, and legal influ

ences," to which list can be added, with reference to welfare: press 

attention, public protest, and voluntary action by industry? 4 
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